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What is new in version 1.4.0.0: · Achievement icons are added What is new in version 1.4.0.0:· Achievement icons are added · Minor general
optimization Description of Far Cry 5 Far Cry 5 is a spy drama action adventure video game developed and published by Ubisoft. It is the
fifth installment in the Far Cry series, and was released on March 27, 2018 for Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. The game is
set in Hope County, an African agricultural outpost that has been overrun by a cult called the Eden Parish. In the game, players take on the
roles of a resistance fighter, who is secretly a spy for the US government, or an Eden Parish mercenary. In total, three of the game's four
characters can be controlled. The standard edition of Far Cry 5, which is the only edition for consoles, includes all content except the first
episode of the season pass, while the digital standard edition also includes the first episode and the standalone season pass. A special edition,
which includes an exclusive steelbook case for the standard edition, an in-game themed sheriff helmet, and an Xbox One-exclusive weapon,
the XM33, was released in North America on April 6, 2018. In November 2018, the special edition was released for a limited time. Other
content included in the season pass includes a weapon skin, a costume, two animal skins, two mission rewards, a unique background, and a
weapon skin. Contents Plot The Far Cry series follows a main character, who, in the course of the story, usually goes by the name of "Jason
Brody". As of Far Cry 5, the game's main protagonist is Jack Carver. In Far Cry 5, Jack Carver is a spy working for the United States
Department of Defense. He is on a mission to stop the cult known as Eden Parish from destroying Hope County, an African farming outpost,
with a biological weapon that must be stopped in its tracks. On the way to stopping this threat, Jack encounters a troubled family consisting of
a father and his two children, one of whom is an amnesiac, the daughter, who is incredibly beautiful and both are uneducated. In an effort to
stop a conflict between the Eden Parish and the US military, Jack creates an alliance with the Hope County sheriff, Caleb Crane, and the
family in order to fight the cult. Gameplay Gameplay focuses around
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